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I. INTRODUCTION

The government of Lower Saxony, a state in Germany, wanted Twitter to ban the account of Besseres Hannover, a neo-Nazi group. The Anti-Defamation League and government of Israel pressed Facebook to remove a page calling for Palestinians to launch an intifada, or uprising. Politicians and media figures in the United States called on Amazon to cease hosting the whistleblower site WikiLeaks on its EC2 cloud computing platform. In each case, these informal pressures worked: the Internet firms censored content that appeared on their platforms. But should they have done so?

Private Internet platforms, from Google to Twitter to broadband access providers, are beset on all sides. Movie studios and record labels press them to purge material that infringes intellectual property rights. Feminists want them to cull revenge porn. Civil rights groups push platforms to remove hate speech. The list goes on.

Similarly, governments push platforms to block or delete content to which they object. Increasingly, this pressure comes framed as voluntary efforts by providers, or public-private partnerships, or industry codes of conduct. In reality, though, this is jawboning: states try to convince or compel private entities to limit access to information in ways that those governments are unable or unwilling to achieve through public law.

This Article takes up the difficult problem of private censors on Internet platforms. It seeks to establish a typology of censorship by private
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platforms in response to jawboning – informal requests or demands, rather than formal legal processes or decisions. It then assesses the normative legitimacy of various types of jawboning. The article offers concrete – though necessarily limited – suggestions on how illegitimate jawboning might be cabined. Finally, it suggests that the shadow of the First Amendment has important consequences for this issue, and suggests that copyright doctrine has much to teach constitutional law here.

II. A TYPOLOGY OF JAWBONING

The firms that run Internet platforms – sites or applications that enable user-generated expression – continually make decisions to exclude information on them. These choices can be usefully divided into three categories based on the impetus for that decision. In some cases, platforms will remove information entirely of their own accord, as when Google drops search results that include a person’s financial information or Social Security Number⁵, or when it alters a site’s Page Rank to effectively remove it from the search engine’s results⁶. In others, firms act out of response to pressure from other private actors, including YouTube’s decision to use its ContentID system to block uploading of putatively infringing content⁷. Finally, companies may act because of the application of informal state pressures, which I have discussed as soft censorship⁸ and which Jack Balkin calls “new school” speech regulation⁹. This Article argues that the third category is the most problematic. At present, the first two categories of decisionmaking are regulated lightly, if at all, by government in the United States; this current balance is largely correct as a normative matter.

The first two types of decisions inevitably conflict: platforms will make decisions to which other private actors object, and which they would like to alter. A platform will want to make available information that other private actors oppose, such as when a video service hosts content that an IP owner claims to be infringing.¹⁰ Or, the platform won’t carry information
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⁶ See Search King v. Google Tech., 2003 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 27193 (2003) (finding Google’s search results were constitutionally protected speech and dismissing tortious interference with contractual relations claim by company whose Page Rank was reduced).
that some users favor, as when Verizon Wireless refused to carry an abortion-related message from the pro-choice group NARAL.\textsuperscript{11} Where government has attempted to regulate such decisions, both statutory law\textsuperscript{12} and constitutional precedent\textsuperscript{13} have tended to favor Internet platforms as decisionmakers, although there are colorable arguments on both sides. For example, broadband providers have resisted network neutrality regulations by claiming (among other arguments) that such rules would impinge upon their First Amendment rights to select among the speech flowing over their wires and radio waves.\textsuperscript{14} In counterattack, net neutrality proponents have argued that there are no speech interests at stake – network operators are mere common carriers with no editorial stake in the traffic they pass.\textsuperscript{15} There is a prominent wave of scholarship\textsuperscript{16} arguing for enhanced regulation of platform provider decisions on a variety of grounds, from antitrust worries\textsuperscript{17} to concerns about undesirable content such as hate speech\textsuperscript{18}. Even if the status quo largely validates platform operator choices, perhaps that balance ought to shift.

I argue that the current balance is largely correct. There are important reasons to favor safeguarding platform provider’s authority to make decisions about speech on their systems, and to be skeptical about attempts to intervene. First, dominance fades fast in the ecosystem of Internet speech. Twenty years ago, scholars and regulators worried deeply about the day’s most important platform for reaching digital speech: the Windows 95 desktop.\textsuperscript{19} Fifteen years ago, AOL was the target of scrutiny, and had to agree to restrictions on content discrimination for its merger with


\textsuperscript{12} See 47 U.S.C. § 230(c)(2) (immunizing good faith decisions by interactive computer services to limit access to objectionable content).
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Ten years ago, MySpace was dominant. (Indeed, in 2007, the Guardian wrote an article fearing the effects of the company’s dominance of social media, following in the footsteps of The Economist and various technology publications.) Google took its turn as the center of suspicion in the mid-2000s, only to be displaced by Facebook. Given these rapid shifts in dominance, regulatory intervention must either become pervasive – where any platform above a certain market share becomes subject to restrictions – or irrelevant.

Second, constraints on platform decisions must undertake a difficult calculus, weighing three sets of free expression rights: those of the platform, those of the objecting user or group, and those of third-party readers or listeners. Storage may be nearly infinite in the cloud, but attention and discoverability are not. If Google must move one set of listings up in its results, another set moves down. Current scholarship that advocates for greater intervention has simply failed to adduce a convincing normative account of how to engage in this balancing. Descriptively, though, the First Amendment sets the default: intervention requires a convincing account by the government of why one speaker must yield to another. It is for this reason that scholarship in areas such as privacy and Internet law often aims to define data gathering, algorithms, and search results as non-speech: it relieves them of a descriptive and normative burden they may not be able to carry.

Third, most Internet platforms are highly dynamic and subject to network effects. There are virtues – to users and platforms alike – to size. Bigger usually is better. Restrictions on how platforms make decisions about information may operate as a disincentive to grow. It is not plain why an information ecosystem where users must navigate multiple smaller platforms for a particular function (search, microblogging, or social media) is preferable to one where they have a single home for that role.

Finally, it is not yet clear that there is a problem sufficient to warrant remediation by public law. Proponents of curtailing platform providers’ decisional capabilities have anecdotes but not data. Any human system
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creates error. There has been no convincing argument for why errors under government intervention would be less than under forbearance. Regulation is not costless, either in its implementation or in its outcomes. Some speakers will benefit under a given scheme, and some will be burdened. Altering the defaults for information choices requires a convincing case for why the outcome is better after the intervention – a case not yet made.

In short, disputes between non-government actors over the speech permitted or banned from Internet platforms should generally remain the stuff of rhetoric and market pressures, rather than being determine through regulation.  

III. STATE POWER THROUGH SPEECH

The final category of information decisionmaking – where firms alter their behavior in response to informal government pressures, or jawboning – is the most normatively troubling. This Article argues that jawboning is illegitimate as a mechanism for governmental action. While it is difficult to translate this disapprobation into legal constraints, the suasive power of the conclusion by itself does useful work.

Governmental jawboning has power beyond rhetoric and logic. Private actors can deploy a range of methods designed to alter speech decisions on platforms: they can appeal to ethical precepts, shift their custom to competitors, and threaten boycotts of advertisers and supporters, among other tactics. Those pressures may have real consequences: woe betide the hyperlocal Web site that features investigative journalism about its advertisers. However, private pressures are dwarfed by those government can deploy. Even financially, there is little comparison. The federal government alone purchases over $500 billion annually in goods and services. And government can threaten to deploy law, or to make law, in a way that forces the target to comply. When Internet service providers resisted requests by the Department of Justice to archive data for law enforcement purposes, the Bush administration introduced legislation that would compel that outcome. After State Department legal advisor Harold Koh penned a letter opining that Wikileaks violated the Espionage Act,
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payment providers stopped processing donations. And, the Obama administration pushed ISPs to discipline users who violate intellectual property law, reportedly under threat of facing adverse new legislation. Private actors must rely on their own resources; government has access to our collective resources. Thus, jawboning by government can become problematic when the state uses tactics that would be legitimate for private entities to employ.

Jawboning is public action guised as private discretion. It allows government to bypass both the formal checks and public pressure of the political process as limited by judicial review. Intermediaries have asymmetric incentives regarding censorship: as Seth Kreimer and Jack Balkin have documented, defending speech rights is rarely worth the cost to platforms, particularly where those speakers may be minority voices or marginalized perspectives. Moreover, governments may be able to achieve more through jawboning than they could attain via formal rulemaking, since uncertainty and costs lead platform operators to accede on terms generous to the state. There are a number of cogent examples in recent history: the adoption of a “six strikes” system for copyright infringement by U.S. ISPs under pressure from the Obama administration; the decision by British ISPs to filter pornography as a default measure under prodding from the Cameron government; warrantless wiretapping through semi-voluntary measures by network operators under the Bush administration; and the campaign against WikiLeaks by a variety of American politicians after that site released sensitive government communications. In each case, the government won accession to its demands without using formal powers. Indeed, it is likely that in the American examples, at least, that the government would have been unable to reach the relevant activity through law. The Digital Millennium Copyright Act shields platforms for liability if they comply with its safe harbor provisions. The sections of the Espionage
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Act quoted against WikiLeaks may be unconstitutional. And there are well-defined statutory procedures within which the government must operate to engage in surveillance for both law enforcement and national security purposes. Jawboning lets the government evade strictures designed to prevent abuses in precisely the area where such abuses are most worrisome: communication and expression.

Limiting jawboning is hard. First, governments face strong incentives to engage in the practice. They can shift blame for censorship to private actors, evading accountability. The state does not bear the full cost of implementing these restrictions. And it need not trifle with countervailing considerations such as access to information or the expression of dissent. Jawboning is addictive.

Second, platforms will rarely resist. Nonetheless, they merit strong support when they do, such as when Google contests gag orders or goes to court to resist a questionable copyright take-down for the film “Innocence of Muslims,” or when the small ISP Calyx challenges a National Security Letter. Examples can serve as role models.

Finally, the legal mechanisms to cabin jawboning are limited. Since it operates, in a sense, extralegally, it is hard to contain via law. The First Amendment protects the government’s right to speak, and to express its views about content. The case or controversy requirement of Article III, and the narrowing of standing under recent Supreme Court cases for users of communication networks, makes it difficult to launch a declaratory judgment action against such activity. Limits on state resources make private ordering attractive, and limits on platform provider resources make settlement appealing.

41 Kreimer, supra note 32, at 41-46.
This Article offers two responses to this pessimistic (but accurate) view. First, normative labeling has power. This is why it matters whether one describes Edward Snowden or Bradley Manning as a leaker, a whistleblower, or a traitor, and whether one portrays the goal of domain name seizures as censorship or as protecting property rights. Framing matters. If jawboning becomes viewed as illegitimate, both platforms and governments will be more reluctant to engage in the practice.

Second, transparency also has effect. Private firms are under no duty to disclose bargains with governments, but shareholder activism may in some cases bring these deals to light. AT&T, for example, endured significant criticism for its robust willingness to aid government surveillance outside statutory bounds. And while states try to keep these arrangements secret, whistleblowing and freedom of information laws can act as checks, even if only weakly. Finally, geeks have a role to play. Where private platforms are implementing censorship, technologically skilled users can detect the existence and extent of these limits. Hackers outed Comcast for throttling BitTorrent traffic, and academic consortia such as the OpenNet Initiative specialize in documenting the configuration of censorship regimes worldwide.

There may be ways to make jawboning more legitimate, such as by ensuring that all stakeholder interests are represented in decisionmaking, as with the representation of public interest groups on the six strikes board of directors, and by utilizing the technique where there are fewer concerns about the interdicted content, such as with child pornography. Yet, these are also the zones where public lawmaking is likely to operate best, and most effectively. As I argue in prior work, overt censorship through formal law is more likely to be open, transparent, narrowly targeted, and accountable – the hallmarks of a defensible regime. The strong default presumption should be that government pressure on private platforms to censor is illegitimate.

IV. THE FIRST AMENDMENT’S COPYRIGHT

Jawboning takes place outside the constraints of the First Amendment: its limits do not apply to private actors except in rare cases, and when the government seeks to persuade, its rhetorical force normally falls short of the compulsion necessary for state action to occur. Yet First Amendment doctrine and scholarship remain relevant for jawboning. Constitutional law tends to frame normative discussion: our views on limits on speech derive in large measure from First Amendment precedent. And, as jawboning by public actors begins to incorporate threats of legislative or executive action, the law’s restrictions on governmental censorship begin to
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have grip. I argue that the debate over what constitutes speech – that is, expression protected by the First Amendment – can draw upon copyright law for guidance. Copyright scholars spend considerable effort mulling the Amendment’s implications for their work; free speech scholars should return the favor.\textsuperscript{46}

There is a vibrant debate over whether firms generally, and Internet platforms specifically, deserve inclusion in the pantheon of speakers protected by the First Amendment. The Supreme Court’s landmark decision in \textit{Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission} placed this question at the center of free speech policy debates.\textsuperscript{47} The Court’s decision struck down limits on election-related expenditures and communications by juridical entities such as corporations and unions.\textsuperscript{48} Groups of speakers – such as private firms and non-profit organizations – enjoy the same protection against governmental regulation of expression as individuals do. \textit{Citizens United} has been roundly attacked by scholars and activists.\textsuperscript{49}

Issues around regulation of search engines and similar on-line platforms have launched similar debates. Tim Wu argues courts do not protect actors that perform functional roles regarding speech, such as to transport it or to collate it.\textsuperscript{50} Oren Bracha goes further, contending that search engine results are descriptively and deservedly unprotected by the First Amendment.\textsuperscript{51} Jane Bambauer presses the case that data must receive First Amendment protection (though at varying levels of scrutiny) to prevent governments from interfering in knowledge regulation.\textsuperscript{52} Eugene Volokh and Donald Falk also see search engines as speakers, particularly given their editorial judgment in constructing results.\textsuperscript{53} James Grimmelmann, by contrast, seeks to chart a middle course: search engines

\textsuperscript{46} See Alan E. Garfield, \textit{The Case for First Amendment Limits on Copyright Law}, 35 HOFSTRA L. REV. 1169, 1169n2 (cataloguing scholarly articles).
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deserve protection in their role as advisors, but should face liability if they deliberately mislead their users about their calculations.54

And, these arguments have immediate policy salience. Internet network providers have deployed First Amendment claims to bolster their attacks on network neutrality regulation. Courts have wielded constitutional doctrine to reject attacks by those filtered by Chinese search engines on that censorship. Antitrust claims, efforts to fight spam55, and activists recording police enforcement56 have all been forced to confront the scope of free speech protections for technological platforms.

I propose a new argument: everything copyrightable is speech.

This of course is an overstatement. Yet even the few exceptions prove the rule. For example, one can obtain copyright in an obscene film – at least in some circuits – but obscenity lies beyond the First Amendment’s protection.57 But: software code is copyrightable, and speech.58 Photographs are copyrightable, and speech.59 Nude dancing is copyrightable, if fixed, and is speech.60 Copyright scholars have grown used to considering the (declining) effects of the First Amendment on the doctrine and theory in their field. It is time for First Amendment scholars to begin to think about how copyright affects their work. This Article argues that copyrightable expression is protected by the First Amendment, save for a few narrow areas.

This shift in thinking has at least two important implications. First, it makes speech by non-human entities unexceptional. Juridical persons such as corporations and non-profit organizations are frequently treated as authors under copyright law.61 While they speak through their agents, it is the entities that hold copyright, particularly under the work for hire doctrine.62 At one level, vesting ownership in a motion picture studio or similar non-human author is a technical trick intended to reduce transaction costs and avoid copyright-specific problems such as termination of

56 See, e.g., Glik v. Cunniffe, 655 F.3d 78 (1st Cir. 2011); ACLU v. Alvarez, No. 11-1286 (7th Cir. 2012).
57 Mitchell Bros. Film Group v. Cinema Adult Theater, 603 F.2d 852 (5th Cir. 1979); Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15 (1973).
transfers. However, the law treats human and non-human authors alike, in the same way it treats human and non-human speakers alike.

Second, it provides a new angle on somewhat vexed First Amendment debates. Scholars contest whether Google’s rankings, or its underlying Page Rank algorithm, count as speech. After all, skeptics say, who is the speaker? Yet it would be exceptional to claim that rankings, or the algorithm, could not qualify for copyright. Copyright binds itself in knots over the speaker rather than the speech at times, such as when questions of joint authorship appear, but it principally focuses on evaluating whether the expression at issue shows the minimal modicum of creativity necessary to qualify. Movies, plays, and photographs all qualify as copyrightable speech even when the author is uncertain or contested. This serves as an effective check on government regulation. If the expression can be copyrighted, someone is the speaker, and government must account for its attempts to muzzle whomever that may be.

The parallels and reciprocal influence between copyright and the First Amendment make sense: both doctrines operate to encourage the production and distribution of information. Copyright is perhaps more agnostic about its ends than the First Amendment, but it contains an even more potent incentive: the opportunity to charge monopoly rents should one’s expression prove attractive in the market. The two interact with less conflict than is popularly believed. The First Amendment allows regulation of copyrighted material in all sorts of ways: advertisements can be sanctioned if they are false or defamatory, for example. And copyright denies its protection to expression that is at the heart of the First Amendment, such as ideas. Yet, the interplay between these fields strongly suggests that anything copyrightable should be presumed to enjoy First Amendment protection (though at varying levels) until shown otherwise.

Jawboning does not directly implicate the First Amendment, but the scope of constitutional protection has important rhetorical and normative consequences for censorship on private platforms. Copyright law offers a

64 There are a few exceptions, which attempt rough harmonization between human and non-human authors. For example, human authors enjoy copyrights which last for their lives plus another seventy years. Non-human authors do not have natural lives, so they enjoy fixed terms. 17 U.S.C. 302(a), (c).
65 See, e.g., Thomson v. Larson, 147 F.3d 195 (2d Cir. 1998).
66 See Bleistein v. Donaldson Lithographing Co., 188 U.S. 239 (1903).

V. CONCLUSION

Censorship via jawboning is most worrisome when it flows from informal government pressures. While there is uncertainty in some aspects of First Amendment doctrine, the trend descriptively is to prefer platform provider decisions about information control to claims by their users for mandatory voice and to claims by third parties about the desirability of content. And, while there are relatively few legal checks on the practice, informal government pressure on platforms through jawboning is normatively undesirable and ought to be resisted.
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